Abstract. We prove that an arbitrary one dimensional smooth dynamical system with non-degenerate critical points has no wandering intervals. 
Introduction
The present paper is the continuation of [1] . In [1] the absence of wandering intervals for maps with negative Schwarzian derivative is proved. Here this result is extended to the smooth case. As a rule, we will use the terminology and notations from [1] without special explanations.
Let M be a one dimensional compact manifold with boundary. Consider a class si d of C (U2) The critical points c k are extrema. (U3) (local). In punctured neighbourhoods of its critical points / has negative Schwarzian derivative. In particular, a C°° m a p / with non-flat critical points satisfies (Ul) and (U3) (local).
S e t -s^L C o -* -MAIN THEOREM (the smooth case). A mapf&sd has no wandering intervals.
For the history of this result see [1] . A smooth map fe si may have uncountably many periodic points of a given period. For that reason the spectral decomposition in the smooth case is more complicated than in the case of negative Schwarzian derivative.. COROLLARY 
Further in this section the sense of T, J and H* is the same as above. Let 0 > 0. Denote by d e the set of maps / e ^ such that B(f T,J)>0 for any T and i. Note that the maps / e C with negative Schwarzian derivative lie in d l [2] .
MINIMUM PRINCIPLE (SMOOTH VERSION) [2] . T satisfying the assumptions of the last Lemma. Further the main problem will be to verify these assumptions for appropriate intervals.
Collections of homtervah
Let J^, J mt ,... be the sequence of all nearest to critical point c homtervals. Assume that for some k < I we have
is monotone. In such a case we say that {J mi }'i= k is the collection of homtervals. In particular, a collection may consist of a unique homterval. Observe that the sequence {J mi }T= 0 is divided into the union of maximal collections.
Provided {/",}!=* is the maximal collection and s = m, for some ie [k,l] , the value of min (i -k, l -i) we call the depth ofJ s (or s) and denote by dp(J s ) = dp(s). In particular, for a collection {/,} consisting of the unique homterval we have dp(s) = 0.
Let H, be some interval on which/' is monotone, J c int H,, Hf be the components of H,\J. Set M, = / ' / / " Mf =f'Hf. Provided J, lies near a critical point c, denote by MT that interval which lies farther from c than /,.
We want to apply the Distortion Lemmas to / ' | //,. To this end we must estimate intersection multiplicity of intervals f'H, (i = 0 , 1 , . . . , t). It is this problem that leads to the above introduced concept of the collection of homtervals. Since/ P K <= M 7, we conclude that fK lies on the same side of J, as K. But fK <£ K because otherwise the orbit of J tends to a cycle. Consequently fK => K and hence MJ => J,,. This contradicts the assumption of the Lemma.
Thus r < l . Of course, the same estimate holds for x -r and hence x s 2 . Consequently £ \{fH-)^2k{M). 
Y A(/T)<A(M). i = 0
Due to this Corollary we may apply to / " | T the Distortion Theorems and the Minimum Principle.
Let J n and J n+ , lie near critical points c,, c 2 correspondingly. We say that f'\J n preserves the orientation if for x, y e J n , y e (x, c,) we have f'y e (/'x, c 2 ).
To analyse unimodal decompositions we need two more lemmas.
LEMMA 2.3. Letn x < n 2 < • • • < n k ,{J n .}^= l be the sequence of the n k -nearest homtervals (to different critical points c ; ). Then (a) dp(nj)sdp(n k ) + l; (b) iff" k~" '\Jn l reverses the orientation then dp(nj) = 0.
Proof. Assume that r = dp(nj)>0. Let {J nj + ka Yk = -r be the collection of homtervals, -s = [Jn r sa, Jn,+sa\-Since J n . is the « fc -nearest homterval, we have n k <n i J ta. Cons e q u e n t l y , / " 1 " ' !^ does not contain c k (since f\L r is monotone). Now, if /"*""' \J n . reverses the orientation then J nk __ a lies nearer to c k than J nt . This contradiction proves (b).
Let/" 1 ""' | j n . preserve the orientation. Consider the interval K =/" t~'1 'L r _ 1 . Then homtervals J nk+sa lie in K for |s| < r -1 and approach monotonously c k with increasing of s. Besides,/" | K is monotone. Finally, J nk+sa is the (7j (( + ( s + l ) a -l ) -n e a r e s t homterval for \s\ < r -1. This follows easily from the observation that K lies nearer to c k than other intervals /'L r _i for i = 0 , . . . , a -1 (by Lemma 2.2).
So {J nk +sa}s='-r+\ is the collection of homtervals and hence dp(n k )sir-l. D
By k-collection of J n we call the collection of /" in the orbit {J m }Z=k (here n > k). Denote by dp k (n) = dp k (J n ) the depth o f / " in the /c-collection. LEMMA 2.4. / / / c < n then dp k (n)< dp(n). Proof. Let J s be the homterval (n -l)-nearest to c. If fcs s then the fc-collection of y n is the part of 0-collection of J n and the desired estimate follows.
Otherwise it is easy to show that dp(n) = 0.
•
The estimate of the distorition of unimodal factors
Looking through the proof of Main Theorem f o r / e 6 we see that Lemma 1.2 ( § 1.6) is the only result which is not generalized directly to the smooth case. Here we establish the modified version of Lemma 1.2.
